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Letters to the editor'
Questions "Better News"
It is strange how bothersome one word
can be! I cannot seem to forget the use of
the word "better" in the April 10th Visitor
(p. 3). There it was suggested that Brethren
in Christ pastors should think of themselves as bearing "a little better news" than
their fellow pastors. Granted that the
competition in the religious market place
is keen, yet this attitude is fraught with
danger. According to Gal. 1:8 there is only
one "good news," which seems to put a
question mark on any "better news." The
bearer of a professed "better news" either
1) confesses implicitly that he has departed
from the "good news" — see Galatians —
or 2) claims that he alone has truly "good
news" and his rivals fall short. This latter
attitude would put us in the camp of those
who condemn Key '73 and all cooperative
evangelism, etc. Another possibility is that
the word is used without full realization of
its implication.
Herbert J. Hoover
Muscatine, Iowa
More on Music
I read with interest the article "More
Than Music." The statement "Although it
would be difficult to document, I strongly
believe that the musical standards are
higher and the musical expressions broader
among the Brethren in Christ than in other
denominations similar in cultural and
theological roots" is worthy of support.

While my husband is in graduate school,
we are removed from attending a Brethren
in Christ Church. The church we attend
was selected on the basis of similar
theological beliefs, strong pulpit ministry,
evidences of numerical growth, and
warmth of the people. In spite of these
strengths, we are continually amazed at
the level of church music. To them, the
singing of hymns carries with it a stigma of
being liturgical and unspiritual. The concept of church music is more one of
entertainment rather than of true worship
to God.
As a result of this experience we have
gained a new appreciation for our musical
heritage that can embrace more than one
style of church music. I feel the training in
our church colleges has had a tremendous
influence in establishing this tradition. We
are grateful to have been recipients of this
heritage.
E. Lansing, Mich.
Loine Bert
P.S. Enclosed is our subscription
renewal. We devour the Visitor when it
arrives. Thanks for your thoughtprovoking editorials.

If you receive this issue a little later than
usual be easy on the Postal Service. It is
not likely their fault. The editor has (to
borrow a term from his good friend, Dr.
Daniel Chamberlain) been juggling a few
more balls than he could easily handle.
Some things fell behind schedule or to use
a juggler's image — some balls almost hit
the ground.
Early in the month we spent a week with
a group of seminarians and recent
seminary graduates in sharing together our
understanding of the Christian faith and
learning to know each other. This occasion
s p o n s o r e d by the C o m m i t t e e on
Ministerial Training brings together future
pastors from numerous seminaries to focus
on what it means to be a minister in the
Brethren in Christ Church.
This seminar was the second of what
appears to be biennial experiences. The
first was held in 1971. Eleven seminarians
or pastors and six wives were present for
the one this year. If one is ever inclined to
be pessimistic about the church, a week,
such as I have just referred to, would go a
long ways towards curing it. It was a great
week.
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Will Try It Another Year
I had decided to stop getting your paper.
I don't approve of some of the pictures
such as hippie-length hair on boys and the
mini-skirted dresses on girls.
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Editorial

Redemptive and Supportive

T HEARD of a church leader, in a denomination which
takes the obligations of church membership seriously,
who was opposed to revival meetings because, he said,
"People would be converted. They would want to join the
church. And there would be all kinds of problems
because they do not tctrow the rules."
Now, before we censor this brother too severely we
would do well to be certain that there is not a similar
reluctance on our part to relate to those who have not
lived by the rules.
In some communities this may mean every other home
on the block. In other communities it will be one home in
three or four. These are homes with a history of divorce
and remarriage. The greater the commitment to and
involvement in evangelism (Key '73 for example) the
more crucial becomes our attitude towards this home in
three or four.
Do we believe that the offer of salvation is a valid
option for those with a complicated marital history?
Does the "whosoever" include those whose philosophy of
marriage included an escape clause which they chose to
use and then decided to try again? Was Jesus serious in
His conversation with the Woman at the Well or was He
making pious small talk?
The response to the above questions would be almost
unanimous: The "whosoever" of the gospel invitation
includes all. There would be almost as much unanimity
that it is the church's obligation to make its "whosoever"
as broad as the gospel's.
There is less agreement as we move on in search of
answers to questions which naturally and logically
follow. What is the nature of the response to the gospel
on the part of those with a background of divorce and
remarriage? How do we understand the strong biblical
statements regarding this relationship and what does God
expect as the response to His grace? Is this a question
that each person must answer within himself and between
himself and God or does the church have a word of
counsel and understanding?
Closely related to the question of what God requires is
the question of what the church expects. There needs to
be a common understanding if there is to be acceptance
by the congregation. There needs to be a biblical and
Christian frame of reference from which the pastor
counsels and the congregation supports and receives.
An easy way and an all too common approach is to
assume that this is a matter "between you and God."
"Do you feel God has forgiven you?" Ultimately there
must be this kind of personal experience. But it is not a
case of the church standing by as a spectator to this
spiritual struggle. The church is involved not only in
prayer but in seeking to understand the biblical messages,
the essence of the sin, the nature of repentance, and the
extent of God's grace and in sharing these insights with
the couple.
Repentance keeps cropping up because forgiveness is
involved. Of what does one, in the situation with which
we are concerned, repent? What evidence does the church
expect that the repentance is valid. In less complicated
cases of infidelity the answer may be obvious. But there
are those other cases that do not submit to simple
answers. There will be situations where the present .
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marriage is by all standards a happier marriage and a
more satisfactory family life than the earlier one. There
are children loved and wanted. What is the real meaning
of repentance in this situation?
If the church is to be serious about evangelism we need
to find a brotherhood concensus on what is the redemptive message to this one home in three and what is
required for full fellowship in the body.
The church's concern with those involved in situations
of remarriage is only one part of the issue. Equally as
urgent a concern is the responsibility to the families
within the fellowship — supporting the present marriages; assisting in family relationships, and preparing
the youth for responsible and meaningful marriage.
Several observations may be in order.
First: Christian marriage is increasingly taking on a
unique meaning. It is more than a marriage solemnized
by the church or entered into by a man and woman who
are Christians. Rather it is based on the concept of a
covenant between a man and a woman that is a life long
union sealed by God — "Whom God hath joined
together." Whatever may be the implications for those
marriages which are not entered into with this understanding, it means that the Christian understanding of
marriage is more than a societal or cultural institution
and its entering into and its living out is more than a legal
arrangement. Marriage is God-ordained and Godfashioned.
The situation which highlights this distinction is that
the understanding of marriage in our society no longer
carries the biblical standards which have for generations
guided society's pattern of marriage. No cataloging of
present practices are needed to confirm the point that the
idea of marriage has departed far from its biblical
moorings.
Second: The church must become a community of
support. One of the problems of marriages is the
isolation in which the couple lives or the destructive
influences of that community wkh which they identify.
Christian marriages need the support of a Christian
community.
This support is realized when the church and the
congregation take seriously the events that relate to
marriage and the family. It is realized when the congregation is alert to needs and problems that bear upon
the marriage. It is realized when through teaching and
preaching those sins — such as — selfishness, impatience, and the lustful eye — which threaten marriages
are pointed out. It is realized when materialism and the
right to happiness are shown to be perilous to marriage.
It is realized when there is openness and candor which
enables needs to be shared and failures to be acknowledged.
As the church relates evangelistically to society and
receives into its fellowship those with a background of
marital involvements the need to be supportive of the
Christian concept of marriage increases. But the urgency
is not based only on the premise of outreach. The
pressure and influence of society upon our homes and our
marriages is very real. Whatever thought is given to being
redemptive to those without needs to be matched by how
\ye can be supportive to those within.
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The Holy Spirit
and
Prayer
Thomas A. Carruth
r P H E LATE Dr. E. Stanley Jones has assured us that
•*• the Christian church was born in a prayer meeting at
Pentecost. Here prayer was answered in a corporate
experience of a holy power that was to send the Christian
movement as a redemptive stream flowing through the
ages!
Dr. Herbert Lockyer assures us in his very helpful
volume, How to Make Prayer More Effective, that the
Holy Spirit is the advocate of God in our hearts
preparing us for prayer.
Prepared people pray with power, with a passion and a
purpose — that is, when the Holy Spirit prays in them,
with them, and through them!
Have you wondered why it is hard to get some
Christians interested in sustained and continuing prayer?
Other Christians around you may not even be interested
in an extra hour of prayer. Could it be that the sustained
ones are motivated by the indwelling Holy Spirit?
Someone has wisely observed that the people who care
are the people who pray. When the Holy Spirit sheds
abroad in our hearts the love of God, then we share God's
care. And God cares for everyone all the time.
You see, love is a gift, love is a fruit, love is an
achievement — but it is far more than all these. Christian
love is an identification with the "Lover" of all souls,
even Jesus the Christ.
You love with Christ, as you share with Him this
tender compassion for the redemption of the whole
world. This identification becomes possible through the
uniting influence of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit and
Jesus are one in their common desires in prayer. We must
ask them reverently to let us in on this great drama of
redemptive prayer. Then Christ within us becomes the
hope of glory!
The Holy Spirit is ever convicting us of our
prayerlessness or of our ineffective praying.
The Holy Spirit brings us tender conviction for our
lack of a burden for the lost. In this way He may bring
the lost under conviction through our prayers.
The Holy Spirit clothes our souls with the garments of
humility in the presence of others who pray differently
than we do. Thus we are not prone to condemn them or
rule them out as they pray. For to be different from
another in prayer is not necessarily to be better or worse.
The writer is Associate Professor of Prayer and Spiritual Life at
Asbury Seminary.

The Holy Spirit enlightens our minds regarding our
own needs as we pray for the needs of others! The smug
saint is hardly the one to approach for prayer help when
you have failed or when your own heart is breaking!
The Holy Spirit keeps us sensitive to the growing edges
of prayer discovery and growth. The Holy Spirit makes
us teachable in prayer. We should say, "Lord, teach us to
pray"; we might also say, "May I personally be one of
Your students in prayer?"
The Holy Spirit makes us imaginative in prayer; His
creativity inspires in us new ways of praying. The world
in every generation needs methods, disciplines, and
perspectives in prayer that are relevant to thought,
language, and life. Every prayer you pray is a new prayer
experience, a new sense of fellowship with God.
The Holy Spirit is ever calling His own together in
prayer. Today there are more Holy Spirit prayer groups
in the world then ever. They do not have to be of the same
race or of the same denomination. They have something
in common. They have the Holy Spirit!
The Holy Spirit is calling the church to prayer. Will
the church hear that call and right the Christian world
before it is too late? We hear the call to preach, to give, to
teach, to sing! When, oh, when will we hear the call to
pray?
To this grand end, join Bishop William Carey in his
prayer to the Holy Spirit.
O Holy Spirit of God, come into my heart and fill me; I open wide all
the windows of my soul to let Thee in; I surrender my whole self to
Thee; come and possess me completely; I offer Thee the only thing I
really possess — a capacity to be filled with Thee and by Thee.
Of myself I am an unprofitable servant, an empty vessel, to be
consecrated, filled, and used for Thy purpose. Fill me, so that I may live
the life of beauty, love, and joy, the life of peace and power.
Use me today in all things. Lead me to the people I should meet or
help, to the circumstances in which I can serve Thee best, whether by
my actions or by my sufferings.
But above all, make Christ to be formed in me, that I may dethrone
self in my heart and make Him King.
Bind and cement me to Christ, by all Thy ways, known and unknown,
by unseen graces and deep sacramental ties; so that I abide in Him and
He abides in me — today and forever. Amen.

This prayer, if prayed daily for a year, will change your
life!
Reprinted from Light and Life.
Used by permission.
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Today, one of the Christians' greatest opponents was
baptized in a small stream, just a short distance from the
place where two years ago he had nearly caused the death of
a man who wanted to follow Christ.

Persecutor Converted
Harvey Sider

Part of the group of people baptized along with
Hari Paul. Benjamin, only partially seen (in dark
coat) to the extreme right, is asking examination
questions.

Left: Mohun, the first convert in the village of
Gidrahi, who was baptized in 1969. Right: Hari
Paul, the chief persecutor, now a Christian.

Given the name Paul because he had acted like a
"Saul" prior to his conversion, Hari Paul Hansak' is being baptized by Benjamin.

TDEMEMBER Ram? (The July 10
x
*'and September 10, 1971 Visitors
told of the intense physical and mental
persecution this Indian believer was
experiencing.) Hari, the village religious and civil leader in Gidrahi, had
done his work effectively. Ram's faith
wavered. As he finally forsook the
Christ who had called him, under the
influence of Hari he turned against the
Christians also, accusing them of
trying to induce him to change his religion. But one day, about a year later,
suffering no indication of illness, Ram
suddenly died.
The tribals were immediately
shaken by this event. A report started
to spread among both Christians and
non-Christians: the Christians' God
has once again overcome the gods of
the tribals by removing Ram who had
failed to follow the light he had
received. This death therefore had a
tremendous effect on those who had
been persecuting the new Christians of
the area.
Hari began to watch more closely
the lives of the Christians, especially
his brother whom he had persecuted
along with the others. Hari was able to
see what a difference there was in the
present and former lives of the con-

verts. Finally, he began to attend the
services and listened intently to the
songs and Bible teaching. His heart
was convicted. He and his family
repented, and now he came forth as a
committed follower of Christ.
Just' before the baptismal service,
Hari Hansdak', now named Hari Paul
Hansdak' (the name Paul was given
since he had acted like a "Saul" prior
to his conversion) took me out to a
plot of land that he is giving where a
church can be built. In fact, they had
already cut the bamboo, so that within
a few weeks they will have a shelter for
worship, rather than enduring the hot
sun in the middle of an open court
yard.
Hari has automatically lost his
position as tribal religious leader. But
as a convinced Christian he has real
potential to lead more of his kin to the
Lord.
While drinking tea in the court yard
before the service began, I asked
Mohun (the first Christian in the
village, baptized about 1969) how he
came to know about Jesus. Several
interesting things emerged: "My first
real contact with Christians was at
Madhipura Christian Hospital where I
first went about 1964 for stomach

treatment. I was a great worshipper of
any god or goddess, for I had great
fears in my heart. Because of this I did
lots of puja (worship) and religious
bathing in the rivers. Even while
taking treatment at Madhipura, I
would sometimes go off in search of a
new god or place that could calm my
unlimited fears. Samuel Master, the
pastor at Madhipura noticed this and
talked with me. He showed me that no
amount of holy bathing in the Ganges,
no puja, no god could remove my
fears. Only Jesus Christ could do that.
"Samuel said, 'Go back to Banmankhi where your own people can
show and teach you this in their own
way.' Hence, I was seen contacting
Christians in the Banmankhi area.
After a while I found there was a
church just five miles from where I
lived (Khanwa). So week after week I
walked to Khanwa Church, a round
trip of ten miles each time. But here I
learned about Jesus who has the power
to break the spell of fear that bound
me. Now I have peace and joy in
Christ."
Through Mohun's steady witness
and faithful living, the seed sown in
Gidrahi, having survived severe
persecution, is now blossoming out.
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KEY '73 OBJECTIVES
1. To confront every person in North America more fully and more
forcefully with the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
2. To employ every means and method of communication of the Gospel in
order to create the conditions in which men may respond to God.
3. To apply the message and the meaning of Jesus Christ to the issues
shaping man and his society in order that they may be resolved.
4. To develop new resources for effective evangelism for consideration,
adoption, adaption, or rejection by the participating churches.
5. To supplement the efforts of Christian congregations and organizations
in becoming more effective redemptive centers and more aggressive
witnesses to God's redeeming power in the world.
As a final safeguard to keep the true meaning of evangelism clearly in focus,
the Key '73 Central Committee also adopted the Berlin Statement on
evangelism.

KEY 73 in Focus
A LREADY nearly half of 1973 is
history. It may be valuable at this
time to bring Key '73 into sharp focus
again.
Any regional, state or interdenominational report session amazes one
beyond measure. Just to see and sense
what God is doing through his people
is praiseworthy to God and people.
Please observe "Evangelism
Happenings" elsewhere on this page.
The numbers indicate the Sunday
School enrollment. These are just a
few of the Brethren in Christ churches
which reported.
It is true that there are some who
object and criticize. This is understandable. In fact one of our early
statements said — Key '73 resource
material may be adopted, adapted or
rejected. We should all be helped by
reading again the objectives for Key
'73. They are included on this page.
Reminder
For the many who are working in
Key '73, we include a "reminder
paragraph," calling attention to
materials which were approved and
sent out for the Brethren in Christ
Resource Book.
t The goal of 2,000 conversions
during 1973. The local congregation 20% of present membership.
t Evangelism count-down — a
suggested time schedule for the
congregational revival meeting,
(gold pages)
t The Lay-Witness mission, (green
page)
f Christmas is sharing, (yellow
pages)
f Christ the living Lord. A yearend service of commitment,
(yellow page)

f Congregational support for Key
'73, operational costs were approved by General Conference
action. Each congregation send
$5, $10 or $15 to Evangelism
Department, depending on size of
congregation. Each congregation
should be involved to this modest
amount.
Future
The Brethren in Christ Key '73
Resource Book is completed. There
are approximately 140 pages. This
valuable Resource Book has been sent
to each Pastor. There will be another
mailing to each Pastor in September
of 1973. It will deal with the conclusion of 1973 and beyond.
Available
—The Key '73 congregational
Resource Book now available for
$2.00.
—A Resource Book Supplement
(116 pages) for $2.00.
—Copies of the Lay Evangelism
section — 60 pages for $2.00.
—New Life For You — free.
Handling costs only. This is now in the
9th printing.
Come Together
The musical "Come Together"
done by Pat Boone and his family and
a large choir, is available for TV
showing. It may be purchased for $250
by any community or group of
churches. Order from the Key '73
office.
Program Funds
The operational funds for the
general Key '73 office are coming in
fairly well. There is a problem in the
area of program funds, such as TV

Henry A. Ginder,
Director of Evangelism
specials, etc. The Key '73 office got
permission from the Central Committee to send a letter direct to the
congregations of p a r t i c i p a t i n g
churches. Your congregational gift to
this cause would be much appreciated.
The cause is worthy. We do not
however, have the same type commitment as we do to operational funds as
referred to above.
As we are enabled by the Holy
Spirit to see Key '73 in proper focus,
our prayer relationship will be more
vital and our churches will experience
maximum benefits from this year of
evangelism.

Evangelism Happenings
(220) There have been several conversions through the Lay Evangelism
program, with cases of deliverance from
smoking and alcohol.
(63) Mainly youth have been involved in
visitation. Former drug users and those
with jail experiences have been saved and
become real witnesses.
(274) Gave out Luke-Acts in community. During revival week a Sunday School
Class did not dismiss for the worship
service because of confessing and seeking.
(91) Key '73 involvements with the
community ministerium are helping
generate enthusiasm for evangelism.
(50) Share group of young mothers has
been a real blessing and inspiration.
(198) Have geographic share groups. A
man was saved recently and this brought
new life to the congregation.
(79) Key '73 share groups on Sunday
evenings have brought frankness, confessions, conversions. Praise the Lord!
(372) During the November revival a
great movement of the Spirit began in the
Sunday School period and continued until
noon with about 80 seeking the Lord.
(66) Our young people have been
challenged and have been holding rap
sessions with community youth who are
"turned off" by the church.
Evangelical Visitor

Religious News
Canon Green Compares U.S.,
English Churches
More people go to church in America on
Sunday than they do in England, but not
so many more as some suggest, according
to the Episcopal bishop of Birmingham
Cathedral in England.
Canon Bryan Green, speaking at a
"faith seminar" in Oklahoma City, at
St. Luke's United Methodist Church,
lamented the absence in British churches
of young people. U.S. churches, he
observed, get and retain more young people than churches in Great Britain do.
"It is my objective opinion," said the
clergyman on his 60th round trip visit to
America since World War II, "that a
higher proportion of regular church goers
in America still go to church for conventional and social reasons. A higher percentage in England go out of conviction."
The visiting clergyman said English
preachers tend to offer Christianity as the
truth about life, the fullest truth about
God, while in the U.S., "preachers tend to
talk about Christianity as subjective help
to the individual, as comfort and
reassurance . . . Here, being a good
Christian will make you a good American.
I don't think you would hear an English
preacher say that going to church will
make you a good Englishman."
He lamented the current vogue among
Christians of meeting in small groups.
"Small groups are sometimes too small,"
he said.
"Lip Service" of U.S. to JudeoChristian Ethics Scored
The United States can no longer "point
the finger at other nations that transgress
against moral principles until it first
acknowledges its own transgressions,"
states an editorial in Christianity Today.
The editorial, titled "The Christian as
Patriot," declared that "while proclaiming
certain ideas and adopting a tone of moral
superiority, America has fallen prey to the
same intrigues it deplores in 'banana
republics' and police states."
The writer maintained that much of the
nation's "professed adherence to JudeoChristian ethics" has been only lip service
that is an "insult to the God whose principles it has espoused."
The finest patriot, the editorial concluded, "should be the Christian who takes
his faith seriously, who acknowledges his
leaders' shortcomings, who judges the
country fairly for what it is, and who
works to make it what it ought to be under
God."
Canadian Pentecostals Push
To Keep Ontario
Christianity in Schools
A seven-man delegation of the
Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada, fearing
June
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a weakening of the traditional status of
religion in Ontario public schools, took
their grievances to the Hon. Thomas L.
Wells, Ontario's Minister of Education.
The official assured the delegation that
working drafts seeking to delete all
references to religion in tax-supported
elementary and secondary schools were
simply consolidations and that no departure from basic philosophy or policy in
Ontario education had been made.
The official said religious exercises,
originally to be banned, would be retained.
Judges and clergy, to have been kept out of
schools, would be allowed to visit.
The church leaders made reference to
the 1961 federal census in which 93 percent
of the people of Ontario regarded
themselves as "Christian."
GOP Leader Says U.S. Must
Continue Support oflsrael
"The United States must continue to
give Israel the backing necessary to maintain the credibility of our friendship,"
House Republican leader Gerald R. Ford
(R.-Mich.) said.
Addressing the 25th "birthday" of Israel
luncheon of the American Israe^ Public
Affairs Committee at the Rayburn House
Office Building, Washington, D.C., Mr.
Ford added:
"The central aim of our policy in the
Middle East must be to prevent events that
would cause a breakdown in the emerging
structure of world peace."
"There is another important matter
which concerns both the United States and
Israel," he said, and "that is the fate of
Soviet Jewry. This matter has become
tightly bound up with the entire subject of
U.S.-Soviet relations and, most directly,
with possible expansion of U.S.-Soviet
trade."
Catholic Population in the U.S.
Reached 48,460,427
The number of U.S. Roman Catholics
increased by 63,437 during 1972, but the
Official Catholic Directory of 1973 reported an over-all decrease in the percentage of Catholics among the nation's population, from 23.3 to 23.1 percent — plus
decreases in schools, teachers, clergy, baptisms and converts.
The directory indicated that there are
48,460,427 Catholics in the 50 states,
including all families of the armed forces
at home and overseas. However, the 69,437 increase in Catholics is less than half
the increase for 1972 — which was 176,261.
Perhaps most significant among the data
was that Catholic parishes increased to a
record high of 18,384; that there was a 6
percent decrease in the number of Catholic
school children (263,488), and that the
total number of converts to Catholicism,
the lowest since 1939, revealed a drop of
5,097 in a year.
World Peace Tax Fund Act
Is Submitted to Congress
A bill permitting persons to stipulate on
their tax returns that that portion of their
tax which would go for military spending
go instead to peace-related activities has

been introduced in the House of Representatives with 11 co-sponsors.
Known as the World Peace Tax Fund
Act, the measure was submitted by Rep.
Ronald V. Dellums (D.-Calif.) and would
amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
so that a taxpayer conscientiously opposed
to participation in war may elect to have
his income, estate or gift tax payments
spent for non-military purposes.
The legislation would create a trust fund
(the World Peace Tax Fund) to receive
these tax payments, and would also establish a World Peace Tax Fund board of
trustees.
Mr. Dellums said passage of the bill
would not lower anyone's total tax bill, but
it would "remove the great dilemma now
facing conscientious objectors— to disobey their own beliefs or to disobey the
laws of their country."
Over One Million Koreans
Hear Billy Graham
A crowd of 1,100,000 Koreans heard
Evangelist Billy Graham on his closing
crusade meeting in Seoul, Korea, breaking
all previous records for attendance. Dr.
Graham said Asia is becoming the
gravitational center of Christianity and
urged church leaders to study the Korean
outreach through evangelism and social
concern.
One-Third of 7th Graders Admit
Drinking Alcoholic Beverages
Nearly one-third of 7th grade students
and 96 percent of high school seniors in
Colorado Springs area use alcohol, a
survey of six school districts shows.
Marijuana is less widely used and
children are "more wary" about experimentation with drugs, data indicates.
The survey was made among 4,000
students in April.
Harris Poll: Americans Back
Death Penalty, 59% to 31%
A recent Harris Survey shows that the
American public supports the death penalty by a 59 to 31 percent margin — a sharp
increase over the 47 to 42 percent margin
favoring capital punishment in 1970.
"The key to current thinking on capital
punishment can be found in the belief that
it has a deterrent effect on people who
might otherwise take the life of another
person," Louis Harris reported.
Mr. Harris noted that Americans are
not endorsing the biblical concept of "an
eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth."
When directly asked about that expression, it was rejected by a margin of 49 to 40
percent.
When asked if it could be proven that
life imprisonment was just as effective a
deterrent to crime as was capital punishment, Americans rejected the death penalty by a 48 to 35 percent margin.
The survey, based on a sample of 1,537
households, showed that young people,
those with some college education, and
women were most ready to abandon the
death penalty. Older persons, those with
less education, and men were found to be
more reluctant to replace capital punishment with life imprisonment.

Theological Education by Extension
tt

The Important Thing Is the Help We
Nancy Shenk

T ET US step into one of our churches in Rhodesia.
-'-'The congregation is small, mostly children and
mothers. There are very few men. The pastor is a man
who loves the Lord and desires to lead his people into the
ways of the Lord but he has never had Bible training.
This is typical of many of our congregations. Most of
these pastors are older family men and because of home
responsibilities find it difficult to leave home and attend
the Bible school. To help men like this it was decided to
try TEE, Theological Education by Extension, which
really means taking the Bible school out to the pastor
where he lives and works. It is not limited to pastors only
but is open to mothers and young people who want to
learn more about God's Word. This work is our assignment.
When we arrived back in Rhodesia from furlough last
January we attended a course in Salisbury on writing
programmed materials. Since many people were writing
courses we were asked to help in the typing of the stencils
and duplicating. The first copies were done in English
with each person who participated receiving copies to use
in their places of work.
In early March last year, Abbie Moyo, a trained
teacher who had gone on to take Bible school training,
came to assist in the translating of materials. Since that
time she has spent hours and days translating the courses
into Ndebele (a tiring job, sitting at a desk all day and
writing). Many times she and Jake confer over the best
way to express an idea in Ndebele.
Jake then reads over the translation, making sure
nothing has been missed. It is then ready for typing. I am
so thankful for the lovely wide carriage Olympia
typewriter which was purchased for this work.
In programmed instruction the student is given five
lessons to study at home and then the teacher comes once
a week to the church for class. During this class \ime the
lessons studied are explained more fully and there is
discussion on their practical "application. Each course is
designed to run for ten weeks.
Ten weeks of lessons means fifty lessons in all. Each
day's lesson may be several pages long. Our practice has
been to put all fifty lessons into a book. We teach two
courses each term. So we have to have both ready when
our classes begin. To make two books takes about 310
stencils. After the typing comes the job of duplicating.
The first time we did it was a family affair. Jake, Daniel,
and Donald worked out a system whereby one put on a
fresh stencil while another prepared the paper, etc. And
then came the fun of assembling them into books. Not
knowing how many students will join our classes we have
been making 100 copies for each course. Since that first
time I have taken over the job of duplicating as well as
the typing. With an electric duplicator it really goes quite
easily.

Our first classes were scheduled to begin in September
of last year. During second term the overseers and Jake
discussed where we should begin centers. Then we went
to many churches and visited pastors, telling them about
the course and the help we felt they would receive from it.
In September we opened four centers — two in the
Matopo District and two in the Mtshabezi District. Fiftysix students were enrolled. Not all were faithful but a
good number attended every class.
In January of this year we started teaching lessons at
the four centers again. This time we have forty-two
students. While the number is lower than last year we are
much more pleased with the composition of the classes.
There are ten pastors enrolled compared to three last
term. The people attending are enthusiastic and we
believe they will influence others to attend later courses.
It is our aim to involve the African church in this
teaching ministry. We felt it a real answer to prayer when
at the beginning of the year a mature young man who had
graduated from Ekuphileni Bible Institute last year
asked if he could be used in this work. He is now helping
with the translation and also beginning to do some of the
teaching. It is our hope that next term he will be able to
carry some centers himself so we can open classes in
more places.

Right: Nancy Shenk watches the electric duplicator run off pages for
another book of TEE lessons. During one week her goal was to type 20
stencils per day for three days, along with caring for her family of four
boys home on school holiday. She succeeded — 60 stencils in three days!
Photo by George Bundy.
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Have Received . . .
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If a student takes all the courses and applies himself,
he eventually would earn a certificate for completing
Bible school work similar to that received by students
attending the resident school. However, we believe the
feeling of most is expressed by one man who said, "We
want you to know that it is not so important to us that we
pass the exam, but the more important thing is the help
we have received through the discussions each week."
Pray with us that many lives might be blessed and
enriched through the study of these Bible lessons and that
the pastors will have a real message to present to their
people. If this happens than our goal for TEE will be
accomplished.

Jake Shenk with Abbie Moyo, discussing Ndebele translation work of
lessons for TEE classes. Jake spends days out at the bush centers
teaching, using his motorcycle to cut transport expenses. Photo by
George Bundy.

Below: Sample pages from BRINGING PEOPLE TO JESUS, a
programmed instruction text on evangelism prepared by Jonah Moyo
and Grace Holland. Reproduced by permission.
WEEK 1 E V A N G E L I S M IS I M P O R T A N T
DAY 1 W H A T IS E V A N G E L I S M ?

Do you like to hear good news?
Let us say you have planted a field. Then you have gone away on a
journey. If you hear that your field is growing well, you are very happy.
Or let us say you have taken an examination. You are waiting to hear
if you passed.

W E E K 10
DAY 3 -

- E V A N G E L I S M W I T H P E O P L E OF D I F F E R E N T C U S T O M S
H E L P L E A D E R S A N D PEOPLE C H O O S E C H R I S T

We are learning about people who have different customs. We said that we
should first learn their customs. After we have learned their customs, we can
tell them about Christ.
I. How shall we start telling them about Christ? Start with

1. How do you feel when you hear the news that you passed?

.iut we not only like to hear good news. We like to tell it to other
people. If you passed your examination, are you quiet about it? No, you tell
your friends.
When you go hunting, you may catch a buck. What do you do? You tell
people about it.
Or perhaps you find a store which sells good dresses. Then you tell your
friends so they can buy dresses too.
2. When we have good news, what do we do with it?

We should start with something they know. But these people may not
understand quickly about Christ. We may have to tell them again and again.
We must remember what we learned about speaking carefully. We must have
respect, be humble and be patient. We must keep on telling them until they
understand.
2. When people understand about Christ, is our work finished?

No, the Bible does not say that whoever understands about Christ will be
a Christian.
3. What does the Bible say people must do to be Christians?

We Christians have some very good news. We know that Jesus came to die
for sinners. We know that if people receive Jesus, God will forgive their sins.
People need to hear this.
3. What should we do with the good news about Jesus?

People must believe and receive Christ. This means that people of different
customs must choose. If they want new life, they must receive Christ. The
evangelist must help them do this. Read all the things he must do.
(2)
Start with
something
they know.

(3)
Help leaders
and people
to choose.

This good news about Jesus is better than other news. It is more important.
It can save people. It can give them eternal life.
This good news about Jesus is so important that it has been given a
special name. It is called the gospel or the evangel.
- 206 -
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After the Quake
Nelson Hos tetter.
Executive Coordinator,
Mennonite Disaster Service
T T WAS a recent assignment of mine
to visit for one week the Managua,
Nicaragua, earthquake relief and
reconstruction projects of Mennonite
Central C o m m i t t e e / M e n n o n i t e
Disaster Service. During that week I
was able to visit in the homes of Walt
and Lynda Kelly and Chuck and Cara
Musser. I also fellowshipped with each
couple over a dinner occasion.
I found them committed Christians.
Their lives have been shaken by the
quake, but not shattered. It came very
close to them — the extensive damage
of the Kelly residence and the Arroyo
church which is beside the new
earthquake-proof Musser home are
evidences of God's care. The aftershocks were serious, and the new
tremors continue. The wives are somewhat apprehensive (as are the husbands) but* their trust is strengthening; the children react with deep fear
on occasion.
I was happy to see the completed
repair job with MDS builders Frank
and Richard Kroeker and their
Nicaraguan crew accomplished for
Arroyo church. I visited in the village
at Schick and saw the simple new
Brethren in Christ meeting house there
just a few days after the first Sunday
morning service. M C C / M D S is
building t e m p o r a r y homes and
supplying the materials for a number
of families in the area who were
refugees from the leveled quake area
now known as "zero center."
We were finishing our fellowship
meal at the Musser residence when
two children rushed in weeping, reporting that their mother was ill.
Nurse Cara quickly put together a few
para-medicines and we were on our
way in the VW bus to the home, just a
simple hut with candlelight. Later we
drove along the rough roads and
among the crowded dwellings. It
reminded me of my earlier days of
service life in Puerto Rico and professional years in ambulance service in
rural west Ohio.
These couples are devoted to their
mission calling, the Brethren in Christ
Church, the MCC/MDS recovery and
rehabilitation program (both men
serving on the advisory committee).
Above all, they serve in ways which
demonstrate Christ's love to man and
bring God's intended will to come to
pass while here on earth.
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The Walter Kelly residence being repaired following the earthquake. MCC photo by Nelson Hostetter.

The Arroyo Brethren in Christ Church which the MCC-MDS crew repaired. MCC photo by Nelson
Hostetter.

MDS has developed this one-room, H'xl6' house which can be erected in one working day. The cost is
$170 (up from the $130 each house cost only four months ago — effects of inflation). Homeless families
apply for one of these homes through CEPAD, the Evangelical Committee for Development, of which
Los Hermanos en Cristo (The Brethren in Christ) is a part. The home is then built on the person's
property or on that of a relative. Photo by Walter Kelly.
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Pulpit and Pew
The Bronze Serpent in Church Renewal
Lawrence O. Richards
TN A FALL and winter of dashing
•*• madly around the country, I've been
surprised to find renewal a topic of
concern — and commitment —
among pastors of small churches,
rural churches, city churches, college
churches, suburban churches — of all
denominational backgrounds.
I've been particularly encouraged to
discover the kind of thing described in
Girard's Brethren, Hang Loose and
Stedman's Body Life happening —
without fanfare — in many settings. It
ranges from the morning service to
"contemporary churches" held after
the regular evening service for young
people who simply can't stand the
traditional church setting (any more
than some older members can stand
the informality and peculiar music of
the young).
Overall, it's very encouraging to see
the awareness nearly all seem to have
of renewal — and the eagerness of
many for renewal.
But I'm still a little worried. One
thing I'm worried about is the bronze
serpent.
You remember, of course. The
bronze serpent was made by Moses on
God's command as a very peculiar
remedy for snake bite. Those Israelites
who came and looked were to be
wwbitten, or to be cured if already
bitten. After the serpent had served its
purpose, it was brought along by
God's people as a reminder of His
working among them.
Yet, as time passed, something
strange happened! That serpent was
held in greater and greater awe until,
in the days of the kings, it was actually
worshiped. King Hezekiah had to
break it in pieces because the people
were burning incense to it (II Kings
18:4).
Something God had used to heal
was now isolated and apart from God,
held in awe for its power!
People seem to retain the perverse
tendency to do just that today — to
take something God has used and
isolate it and exalt it as though the
power were in the thing, not in God.
We do this too often in yearning for
and thinking about renewal. We conReprinled from Action. Copyright
1973
National Association of Evangelicals. Used by
permission.
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This article speaks to me, out of
my experience as a pastor who
longed to see the church open to
God and His Spirit and open to one
another in Him, and now as I
counsel with pastors who share the
same yearning and longing to see
the church get off of dead center
and alive for God.
We seem to feel, and I almost
hear some people say, "The church
used to be alive and have a vitality
and vibrancy but it does not now.
Why did it? And why doesn't it?" Is
it true that it did have a vitality and
doesn't? Do we need to adopt new
forms? Or do we need to stay with
the same old forms? Or do we need
to be open to the Holy Spirit, and
to not restrict Him by boxing Him
in with man-made forms new or
old?
In this context I submit the
following article by Lawrence
O.Richards. He speaks of one kind
of bronze serpent. We may have
our own bronze serpent in different
form and guise. I pray that we will
not be guilty of worshipping the
creature rather than the Creator,
that we may not be guilty of introducing people to a life style
rather than a person.
—Page editor

fuse the new forms of renewal with
renewal itself. We begin to think, "Oh,
if only we could have a Body Life
service" . . . "Oh, if only we had the
congregation divided into small
groups" . . . "Oh, if only we were
doing 'that,' then we'd have renewal."
We forget that the renewal which took
on those new forms was a renewal in
people, an awakening of fresh love for
God and others that expressed itself in
the forms. Renewal was not created by
the forms.
The bronze serpent had no power to
heal. God healed. He used the serpent.
"Small groups" have no power to heal
us; God heals. He may use small
groups, but the form itself is powerless
to effect renewal when our reliance is
on the form rather than on God.

"It Works
This is one of the greatest dangers
the renewal movement faces today: the
great American dream of a formula to
apply a button to push, something that
"works." Too many who are seeking
renewal are busy looking for just such
a button. They read books and articles. They go to retreats and small
group workshops, and then drag back
the ideas garnered to "try" them in the
home church, hoping that it might be
something that would do the trick.
Then they, too, would be able to say,
"It works! Do this, and you'll have
renewal."
The problem, of course, is that
renewal is not reorganizing our
churches around new forms. Renewal
is what happens when Jesus Christ
becomes the center of the life of the
believer and the congregation. When
the love that Jesus said would be the
mark of His disciples becomes a live
and vital thing, it drives brothers and
sisters together in the unity that the
Spirit has created and charged us to
maintain.
Renewal is what's happening in
people, and its heart is fresh commitment to Jesus Christ, commitment to
one another as members of the Body
of Christ, and commitment to Christ's
work in the world. All too many
churches that take pride in renewal
forms are empty of this kind of personal transformation.
Forms?
Where do forms fit in? And why do
form changes seem to be associated
with renewal?
When people are renewed, things
happen that can't be contained in the
boxes that traditional church forms
have become. When there is a growing
love for people, it becomes important
to know others, to share burdens and
joys, to encourage and stimulate and
build up.
When the old ways gave no time or
place for people to share in depth and
no opportunity to minister to each
other; the growing life of love broke
out of the old forms and found vitality
in small groups.
The growing life of mutual commitment broke open the old forms, and a
to page fourteen
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Effects of Preschool Religious Education on
Early Personality Adjustment

They Learn More Than You Think
Lucille (Lady) Wingert
1T THE turn of the century, psyAchologists
and sociologists began

to s t r e s s the i m p o r t a n c e and
significance of early childhood experiences and since that time have
continued to focus their attention on
the first years of life. Much data
available supports the generalization
that the effects of environmental influences and experiences are greatest
during the period of the most rapid
and extensive development of a
characteristic — the preschool years
being assigned to this stage of greatest
general development.
Being very close to the lives of
young children for several years as a
kindergarten teacher, a recurring
observation came to my view. In the
class setting each year were those who
appeared to display a greater aptitude
for grasping ideas and concepts
taught, a greater ability to follow
simple directions and complete
assigned tasks, as well as appearing to
have a more fully integrated personality. In many instances these pupils
were known to have been regularly
exposed to preschool religious education such as through the Sunday
school. The query which then came
into focus was this, "Is Christian
education through the church in the
preschool years a secret ingredient
which m a k e s this o b s e r v a b l e
difference?"
With this as a stimulus the writer
conducted two pilot research projects
and a dissertation study in an attempt
to statistically isolate this variable and
compute its possible effects on personality and general development.
During the scope of a three-year
period in which these studies were
conducted, a p p r o x i m a t e l y 400
different five-year-olds in Warren
County, Tennessee, were included in
programs of testing and evaluation.
Individual involvements were made on
the basis of survey returns and random
selections. Measures used to provide
data for statistical analysis were the
The writer, wife of Gerald Wingert, pastor of
the McMinnville Brethren in Christ Church,
was awarded her Ph.D. from the graduate
school of Peabody College in May 1973. Her
field of specialization is early childhood education.
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Kindergarten Evaluation Form, Peterson Problem Check List, and The
California Test of Personality. That
which follows is a brief summarization
of the results revealing statistically
significant difference between children
having had weekly preschool religious
(defined as Christian) education and
those not having the same experiences
("significant" referring to the lack of
chance probabilities).
In one pilot study the following
conclusions were drawn: children not
having preschool religious education
had (1) greater tendencies for
aloofness and indifference in group
activities — along with ignoring others
and remaining apart—; (2) higher
percentages to frequently be easily
distracted and fail to complete a task,
along with wanting to pursue their
own interests rather than accepting a
task and remaining with it to completion; (3) a more reluctant sharing of
materials (sharing only if encouraged
to do so); and (4) greater tendencies to
be excessively angry, rebellious, and
negativistic. With children having had
Sunday school experience, there was
less tendency to avoid new situations
and apparent greater readiness and
willingness to try them. Within this
samei group was also revealed a
significantly greater percentage who
excessively (or with more than usual
response) accepted a task and
remained with it to completion, along
with demonstrating the ability to concentrate and follow directions.
Relating to expected success in first
grade, in a comparison of the two
groups, a greater percentage of
children not having Sunday school
experience were given a "below
average" rating, while with those
attending Sunday school a greater
percentage were given an "above
average" estimate by their teachers.
According to a measure using a
subjective evaluation of numbers and
kinds of problems characterizing the
children, there were no significant
differences between the two groups in
these areas.
The total results of two studies
using the California Test of Personality as a measure of personal and social
adjustment called forth the following

conclusions: (1) children having had
regular preschool religious (Christian)
education ranked higher in all areas of
personal adjustment which included
self reliance, sense of personal worth,
sense of personal freedom, feeling of
belonging, freedom from withdrawing
tendencies, and freedom from nervous
symptoms — along with rating a
higher total personal adjustment
score; (2) children in this same group
also rated higher in all areas of social
adjustment including social standards,
social skills, freedom from anti-social
tendencies, family relations, school
relations, and community relations —
along with rating a higher total social
adjustment score; and (3) children
having had Sunday school experience
also attained significantly higher total
personality adjustment scores.
Teachers of young children in
Christian education may be inclined to
ask, "What are they learning?" "What
concepts and impressions are being
absorbed in that brief Sunday school
period once a week?" Viewing the
results of the above studies, is our faith
not reaffirmed that the power of the
gospel, through the teaching of the
Word, is at work moulding the lives of
young children as personalities and
helping to lay the foundations for
success — as a lasting life style is
adopted even in early years.
These studies suggest, in light of the
significances of early experiences, that
there be (1) more comprehensive
teacher training p r o g r a m s for
preschool teachers in Christian education; (2) more extensive, cooperative
efforts among the institutional forces
of the home, school, and church in
promoting maximum child development; and (3) closer relationships
between the various fields of education
and the behavioral sciences in the
planning and evaluating of early
childhood programs. The entire
educational process may then more
effectively help to fit together all the
bits and pieces that form the mosaic of
a child's life and bring about that
measure of self-realization designed
by his Creator to reach maximum
fulfillment throughout time and eternity!
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Fresh Meat
for Kama
Evan Heise
Kama, Zaire — "Any word?"
"The pass hasn't cleared yet."
An hour later — "Jack just took off.
E.T.A. eleven-forty-five."
Tension always ran high when the
plane came bringing supplies and mail
we had been waiting for a month or
more. After the initial excitement died
down and we were reading our mail,
Rev. Vinton burst into our room
exclaiming, "This is going to be the
real thing, just what we need!" He was
waving a letter from Mennonite Central Committee. The letter said that a
number of people in North America
had donated money to set up "fresh
meat for hospitals" projects in Zaire,
Africa.
In Zaire a relative usually stays with
a patient at a hospital. The relative is
The writer, a member of the Massey Place
Brethren in Christ Church, Saskatoon, Sask.,
served in Zaire (Congo) under PAX.

Rabbit barn nearing completion at Kama.

responsible for providing and cooking
food for the patients. People often
come 30, 40 or 50 miles to our hospital
in Kama and can bring very little food
with them.
Protein deficiency is a real problem
in eastern Zaire since most of the local
livestock was destroyed during the
political troubles in '64 and '67. We
calculated what we would need to
supply the patients with meat twice a
week. We applied for funds to cover 65
head of goat and sheep, and 50 rabbits.
Work began. We had to clear land
for buildings and pasture. Students
worked to meet school expenses.
Church groups worked to purchase
roofing for their church. Others

worked for funds to cover other
emergencies such as medicine for
relatives.
The goat farm was contracted to an
old Christian man and his eight sons.
The rabbit barn was built by a group
of men who needed money to pay
taxes. Leprosy patients supplied the
rabbit barn materials. A group of
carpenters who were supporting
leprosy patients built the rabbit
hutches. We also built a small village
for the goat and rabbit tenders. These
men receive one tenth of the production for wages. Female rabbit stock
can be traded at a profit for male
stock. This provides money for
maintenance.
The gift from MCC constituents in
America will supply fresh meat twice a
week to 80 patients for years to come
' and increase the livestock, hence, protein in the area. It is a truly
worthwhile gift.

Campers' Comments
In a previous issue campers responded to
the question "If a friend of yours asked you
why he or she should go to camp this
summer, how would you reply?" Here are
two more responses.

Pictured above is Steve McBeth of Grantham, Pa. with his father, Rev. David P. McBeth
to the right and his grandfather, Rev. Paul W. McBeth, to the left of the picture.
On Sunday, May 6th, at a special awards ceremony in the Grantham church, Steve was
awarded the Herald of Christ Award, the highest obtainable in the Christian Service Brigade
program. Al Magnussen, C.S.B. representative for the Easter Region from Washington, D.
C. was present for the ceremony.
Steve is the first from the Grantham congregation to receive this award in the nine year
history of the C.S.B. program in the local congregation. There have only been around 400
young men who have received the Herald of Christ Award.
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Sandy Hardcastle
Mile High Pines
My name is Sandy Hardcastle. I am 14
years old. I attended the Jr. High School
camp at Mile High Pines last summer. It
was the first year I went to camp and I'm
hoping to go again this summer. I really
loved it!
We were all so warm to each other, there
were no enemies, just friends. It was like
we were brothers and sisters. Well, we
were — we were brothers and sisters in
Christ!
We read the Bible every morning, then
sang beautiful songs. When we were
reading His Word we learned something
that is hard to do, we learned to praise the
Lord in all things, in good or bad. It's easy
to say "praise the Lord" when all is well,
but when things are bad and discouraging,
it's pretty hard to say "praise the Lord"
and mean it! That takes a lot of faith. But
this is what we did, and I still do, too. I
really loved it!
Kaye Byer
Mile High Pines
I would tell them that camp is a place
where you can get away from the daily
routine of your life. You're free to go off
to page fourteen
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BRONZE SERPENT
from page eleven
time for Body Life pushed aside the
old pattern of rigid, pulpit-dominated
services.
The vital thing to note is this: it was
the new life that created the new form,
not the new form that created the new
life.
Just as the bronze serpent was the
symbol of something God used and
was not to be exalted as though " i t "
worked, the ministry of renewal is not
to lead congregations to change forms,
but to lead people to experience
renewal together. It is not a bumbling
a t t e m p t to push b u t t o n s and to
m a n i p u l a t e o t h e r s i n t o different
patterns of behavior as mechanical
and e m p t y as yesterday's forms.
Whatever changes in form God brings,
renewal is response to new life.

CAMPERS' COMMENTS
from page thirteen
by yourself without everyone asking you
why and giving you a hard time. You're
surrounded by nature which gives you sort
of a carefree feeling. You have time to sort
out your thoughts and maybe solve a few
problems you've been bugged with. And
you're always having fun whether you're
playing a game or have a good discussion
because you're around the people you
know and trust.

Church News
College
Faculty Participate in
Winona Lake Seminar
Several faculty members shared in the
Seminar on Christian Holiness and the
Issues of Peace and War, at Winona Lake,
Indiana, June 7-9.
Dr. Martin H. Schrag, chairman of the
Division of Religion and Philosophy,
14

served as secretary of the planning committee and presided at one of the seminar
sessions.
Dr. Daniel R. Chamberlain, Dean of the
College, and Dr. Ronald J. Sider, Acting
Director of the Philadelphia Campus, participated as respondents to papers
presented.
Dr. C. O. Wittlinger, Chairman of the
Division of Social Sciences, shares the
assignment of writing on evaluation.
The seminar was jointly sponsored by
the Peace and Social Concerns Commission of the Brethren in Christ Church and
the Commission on Social Action of the
Christian Holiness Association.

Conference News

CANADIAN
The Bertie congregation observed
Mothers' Day by naming Mrs. Sarah
Cline "Mother of the Year,," on Sunday,
May 13. Other mothers were also honored.
The Crusaders were in charge of the
Sunday evening program when Sister
Mina Cline spoke on "Mothers Fifty
Years Ago," and Sister Betty Marr spoke
on "Mothers Today." Rev. Wilbur Benner
is the pastor.
The Wainfleet congregation held an
inter-church rally for WDCX FM radio
station on Sunday, May 27. Rev. Neal
Carr, manager of WDCX was the speaker
in the morning service. A program of music
was held in the evening service. The pastor
is Rev. Ronald Lofthouse.

ALLEGHENY

CENTRAL

The Pioneer Girls of the Five Forks
congregation will hold a Father-Daughter
Outing on Saturday, June 30. The main
event of the evening will be a bike ride. A
family style banquet was held in the Quincy Community Center on Sat., June 2.
Special guests were the Jack Yost family.
The pastor is Rev. James W. Esh.

The Lakeview congregation held a
Loyalty Dinner on May 23 and a Victory
Dinner on May 27 in connection with their
building program. They exceeded their
$35,000 goal. Rev. Alvin Burkholder
assisted with the program. A ground
breaking service was held on Sunday, May
20. Rev. Kenneth Royer, Jr. is the pastor.

The Omegans of the Martinsburg congregation hosted the Sunday evening service, May 27. They had for guests the Ed
Johnson family who presented special
music and showed slides of the Holy Land.
Rev. Robert Keller, Sr. is the pastor.

Phoneton's pastor and wife, Rev. Elam
and Helen Dohner shared highlights of
their trip to the Holy Land on Sunday,
May 20, in both the morning and evening
services. The group viewed the film, "His
Land" on Sunday evening, June 3.

ATLANTIC
The WMPC Fellowship of the Atlantic
Conference was held on April 26 in the
Refton Church with nearly 300 women
attending. The theme for the day was
"Lord, tell it through me." Special
speakers were Mrs. Martha Reapsome
who told how we can tell it to neighbors
and friends through Neighborhood Bible
Studies; Miss Deborah Ritchie, Child
Evangelism Director, told how the Lord
uses visitation to tell about Jesus; and Earl
Weirich, Harrisburg Newspaper Editor,
told his conversion story. Newly elected
officers for 1974 are; Mrs. Velma Martin,
President; Mrs. Cora Walters, Vicepresident; Secretary, Mrs. Gladys Bert;
and Miss Janet Oberholtzer, treasurer.
The Women's Fellowship of the
Palmyra congregation held a prayer
breakfast on June 9 in the Fellowship Hall.
Guest speakers were Esther Ebersole,
National Secretary of W M P C , and
Martha Long of the Grantham congregation. The pastor is Rev. J. Robert Lehman.
The Souderton congregation hosted a
musical group from Messiah College,
"The Congregation," on Sunday evening,
May 20. On June 3, the congregation
reports a ground-breaking service for a
Christian Education wing. Rev. John A.
Byers is the pastor.

The Western Hills congregation held a
special fund drive to pay for the paving of
their parking lot. They exceeded their goal
of $3,500 by about $1,500. The pastor is
Rev. J. Andrew Stoner.

PACIFIC
Guest speaker to the Ontario congregation for Sunday morning worship on May
20, was Rev. Frank Kipe. Rev. Kipe,
Bishop of the Brethren in Christ Church in
Zambia, is home on leave. The pastor at
Ontario is Rev. Aaron Stern.
The Upland congregation observed
Homecoming on Sunday, May 20. Former
pastors, Rev. Eber Dourte and Dr. Warren
Hoffman gave short messages; also Dave
and Florence Carlson. The noon meal was
served in the Fellowship Hall. There was
special music in the evening as well as
many returning friends sharing in the
service. The pastor is Rev. Elbert Smith.

BIRTHS
Berger: Jeffrey Lynn, born May 12 to
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Berger, Hollowell
congregation, Pa.
Hoffman: Kelly Marie, born Dec. 5 to
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Hoffman, Roseglen
congregation, Pa.
Evangelical

Visitor

Kauffman: Keith Edwin, born Feb. 8 to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kauffman, Roseglen
congregation, Pa.
Kreider: Cheryl Doreen, born May 20 to
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Kreider, Pequea
congregation, Pa.
Lehman: Heather Rebecca, born May
17 to Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Lehman,
Carlisle congregation, Pa.
Rinehart: Wendy Renee, born May 23
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rinehart,
Hollowell congregation, Pa.
Roberts: Heather Virginia, born April
20 to Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Roberts, Jr.,
Hollowell congregation, Pa.
Rolka: Chester J., Ill, born May 20 to
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Rolka, Fairview
congregation, Ohio.
Rose: Billy Dee, born May 23 to Mr.
and Mrs. William Ross, Valley Chapel
congregation, Ohio.
Rotruck: Bethany Dawn, born May 2 to
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Rotruck, Carlisle
congregation, Pa.
Steffee: Melissa Joy, born May 21 to
Rev. and Mrs. Larry Steffee, Llewellyn
congregation, Pa.
Tyson: Jenny Darlene, born May 22 to
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Tyson, Jr., Pekiomen
Valley congregation, Pa.
Wingert: Sara Beth, born June 3 to Rev.
and Mrs. Eugene Wingert, Nappanee congregation, Ind.

WEDDINGS
Barr-Yoder: Charlene Mae Yoder, and
Keith Daniel Barr, June 16 in the Pettisville Missionary Church, Pettisville,
Ohio. Keith is from the Grantham congregation.
Brady-Lehman: Cheryl, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn Lehman, Carlisle, Pa.,
and William Brady, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Brady, R. 1, Blain, Pa., Feb.
17 in the Carlisle Church with Rev. W.
Winger officiating.
Buckwalter-Grubb: Denise L., daughter
of Mr. and M r s . Edward G r u b b ,
Douglasville, Pa., and Eugene R., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Buckwalter, Birdsboro,
Pa., May 19 in St. Peter's Lutheran
Church, Stowe, with Rev. John Smolik
officiating.
Gamble-Rupp: Mary E., daughter of
Mrs. Mary Rupp, and Jay Gamble, both
of Duncannon, Pa., March 10 with Rev.
Simon A. Lehman officiating.
Gates-Maurer: Carol Anne, daughter of
Rev. and Mrs. Cecil W. Maurer, and
Frank C. Gates, Jr., both of Altoona, Pa.,
June 8 in the Mt. Sinai Chapel, with the
bride's father officiating.
Jones-Burtman: Mary Louise, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Burtman, Route
5, Chambersburg, and William Jones, son
of M r s . A l m a S e y l e r , R o u t e 6,
Chambersburg, April 9 in the Antrim
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Church with Rev. Andrew Slagenweit
officiating.
Kasperek-Downey: Marilyn Jane,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roger F.
Downey, and Kenneth Bryan, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John T. Kasperek, both of
Akron, Pa., April 7 in the Clarence Center
United Methodist Church with Rev. John
D. Westley and Dr. Carlton O. Wittlinger
officiating.
Krepps-Leas: Becky Mae, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Leas, West Lawn,
Pa., and Andrew, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Krepps, R. 1, Pottstown, Pa.,
May 19 in the St. Luke's Evangelical
Lutheran Church, West Lawn, Reading,
Pa.
Lehman-Reefer: Carolyn, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Alvery Keefer, R. 6, Carlisle, Pa., and Dennis Lehman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Lehman, Carlisle, April
13 in the United Methodist Church, Mt.
Holly Springs, with Rev. Kenneth Barner
and Rev. Walter Winger officiating.
Lepere-Myers: Kathryn Denise,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin« Myers,
Jr., and Joseph A. Lepere, Jr., June 9 in
the Mechanicsburg Church.
Mayhaugh-VanSickle: Sue, daughter of
Mr. and M r s . Ernest VanSickle,
Waynesboro, Pa., and Ken, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Mayhaugh, Shady Grove,
Pa., April 28 in the Hollowell Church with
Rev. Kenneth Engle officiating.
Miller-Heisey: Jean Ann. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy R. Heisey, Mount
Joy, Pa., and Leon Eugene, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph C. Miller, Lancaster, Pa.,
May 18 in the Cross Roads Church with
Rev. Roy J. Peterman officiating.
Miller-Turner: Margaret Ann, daughter
of Mrs. Charlotte Frecchio, Escanaba,
Mich., and Roger, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry R. Miller, Martinsburg, Pa., April
28 in the Mitchell Methodist Church with
Rev. Albert Raloff officiating.
Myers-Sanders: Barbara Jean, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence C. Sanders,
and Stephen E., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel Myers, both of Fairfield, Pa., May
20 in the Iron Springs Church with Rev.
Amost L. Kipe officiating.
Potteiger-Jordon: Carol, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jordon, Camp Hill,
Pa., and Stephen A., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Potteiger, Carlisle, Pa., May 26 in
the New Cumberland Methodist Church.
Reese-Grove: Marlene Fay, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grove, R. 3,
Shippensburg, Pa., and Martin Joseph,
Jr., son of Martin Reese, May 5 in the
Otterbein United Methodist Church with
Rev. Michael Gardy and Rev. Avery
Musser officiating.
Reynolds-Davis: Darlene, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Davis, Greencastle,
Pa., and Daniel, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Victor Reynolds, Waynesboro, Pa., May
26 in the Hollowell Church with Rev. P.
W. McBeth officiating.

Ross-Krick: Nancy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Krick, and Merrill L.
Ross, March 24 in the Roseglen Church
with Rev. Simon A. Lehman officiating.
Sarno-Ream: Linda D. R e a m ,
Harrisburg, Pa., and Geary L. Sarno, May
12 in the Market Square Presbyterian
Church.
Sauers-Krick: Janice, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Krick, and Loris Sauers,
May 26 in the Roseglen Church with Rev.
Simon A. Lehman, Jr. and Rev. Fred Pick
officiating.
Winger-Long: Elaine, duaghter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wilmer Long, and Larry, son of
Rev. and Mrs. Walter Winger, May 26 in
the Carlisle Church with the father of the
groom officiating.

OBITUARIES
Bert: Jacob W., born in Abilene, Kansas, died May 28, 1973, in Upland, Calif.
He was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel H.
Bert. On Dec. 12, 1917, he was married to
Hazel Engle who survives. Also surviving
are a son, Orville; a daughter, Mrs. James
Alderfer; seven grandchildren; and three
sisters. He was converted at the age of 19
and united with the Brethren in Christ
Church. He served as Sunday school
superintendent for ten years; church
trustee and church board member; and
over 20 years as a member of the Upland
College Board of Trustees. Rev. Elbert N.
Smith and Rev. Alvin C. Burkholder
officiated at the funeral service. Interment
was in the Bellevue Mausoleum, Ontario,
Calif.
Nebeker: Peter A. Nebeker, born June
26, 1920, In Willard, Utah, died May 15,
1973, in Loma Linda, Calif. He was the
son of Melvin and Sophia Vogel Nebeker.
On Nov. 24, 1961, he married Feme
Wenger who survives. He is also survived
by three daughters: Karen, Karlyn and
Kristi; a sister; and a foster brother. The
funeral service was officiated by Rev.
Elbert N. Smith and Rev. Henry Miller.
Interment was in Bellevue Mausoleum,
Ontario, Calif.
Norman: Albert Norman, Wainfleet,
Ont., born Sept. 23, 1934, died May 19,
1973. He was the son of Albert and
Josephine Norman. He is survived by his
mother; four brothers: George, Archie,
Robert and Alvin; two sisters: Mrs. Albert
Hitwell and Mrs. Roy Dilts. He was
preceded in death by his father in 1950.
The funeral service was held in the Davidson Funeral Home, Port Colborne, with
Rev. Edward Gilmore officiating. Interment was in the Morgan's Point Cemetery.
Robinson: John Franklin Robinson,
born June 6, 1920 in Canoe Creek, Pa.,
died April 29, 1973 in Cresson State
Hospital. He was the son of Joseph H. and
Susan Walls Robinson. He is survived by a
brother, Willis B., and a sister, Mrs.
Harriet V. Gray. The funeral service was
held in the Friedline Funeral Home,
Williamsburg, with Rev. Steven R. Mcllveen officiating. Interment was in the
Canoe Creek Cemetery.
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Disaster
and
Hope

Maynard Shelly

p O O R PEOPLE in Bangladesh earn about $50 per
person each year — or less.
Mennonite Central Committee volunteers, who have
come to help these persons stand on their feet, need much
more money than that for their living expenses — really a
modest amount by North American standards.
As the governments of Asian countries make plans for
the future economy of their nations, they know they can
never catch up with North America where the personal
economic goals of many people seem to be to get 10
percent more than they have now.
MCC volunteers are giving themselves to the task of
lifting the level of daily life in South Asia. They reclaim
waste land in Pakistan by leveling it for irrigation. They
help build a hydroelectric plant in Nepal. In Afghanistan,
they support a medical program. Drouth relief is
provided in India. In grain-starved Bangladesh, they
teach farmers how to double the output of their crop
land.
But the really big problems are elsewhere — in
population control and land reform.
Bangladesh, for example, already has too many people
—75 million in an area smaller than the state of Kansas.
By the end of the century, the population will have
doubled.
More people on the land means that farms which now
average only three acres each will become even smaller,
even more farmers will be underemployed and many will
have no work at all. Yet no country in Soutlj Asia is
seriously doing anything about land reform.
These same countries are doing little to control the
growth of population.
Unless these issues are tackled, and tackled soon and
forthrightly, many Asian countries may just collapse or
explode in anarchy. "There is just no way to make it
without land reform," said Koehn.
There is hope only if Asian societies will loosen up
enough so that needed changes can be made. The

MCC photo by Burton Buller

problem is that all societies protect themselves by
allowing very little change to take place, and in Asia this
is more true than elsewhere.
Social patterns in South Asia are shaped by religion —
especially Hinduism and Islam which have their own
ways of protecting themselves against outside forces.
Hinduism is like a vast sponge — it absorbs all that
enters it without changing its shape or ceasing to be
Hinduism. Digesting all changes that each generation has
contrived, it is the living accumulation of three thousand
years of religious experience. Even in its losses to Islam,
which invaded India centuries ago, Hinduism has still
remained strong and unyielding.
Both Hinduism and Islam have withstood a vigorous
Christian missionary movement for 300 years without
yielding significant ground. No country on the Indian
sub-continent has a Christian community numbering
more than iVi percent of the population. Bangladesh and
Pakistan Christians are less than one-half of one percent;
the church in Afghanistan and Nepal is so small as to be
virtually invisible.
Despair in Asia runs deep, stuck as the masses are in
the mire of poverty. Rational solutions are rare.
Christians are as baffled as anyone else, yet they do have
a hope that goes beyond human hope.
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